SWISS IO DAY 2019

JUNE 7, BERN

VENUE: UNIVERSITY OF BERN, UNI-S, SCHANZENECKSTRASSE 1, ROOM A-122 (BASEMENT)

CONFERENCE PROGRAM

09:10 WELCOME

09:15-09:45
“Screening by Mode of Trade”
Presented by: JUAN BECCUTI (University of Bern)

09:45-10:15
“Slotting Fees to Support Wholesale Price Discrimination with Strategic Buyers”
Presented by: CHRISTIAN OERTEL (University of Zurich)

10:15-10:45 Coffee Break

10:45-11:15
“The Different Effect of Consumer Learning on Incentives to Differentiate in Cournot and Bertrand Competition”
Presented by: MAXIMILIAN CONZE (University of St. Gallen)

11:15-11:45
“Private Versus Public Inventory Information in Oligopoly”
Presented by: JOAO MONTEZ (University of Lausanne)

11:45-12:15
“Dealing with Uncertainty: The Value of Reputation in an Institutional Void”
Presented by: NICOLAS ESCHENBAUM (University of St. Gallen)

12:15-14:00 Lunch, Casa d’Italia
14:00-14:30
“The I.O. of Ethics and Cheating when Consumers do not have Rational Expectations”
Presented by: JOHN THANASSOULIS (Warwick Business School & CEPR)

14:30-15:00
“Excessive Targeting”
Presented by: HEIKO KARLE (Frankfurt School of Finance & Management)

15:00-15:30
“The Effects of Private Damage Claims on Cartel Stability: Experimental Evidence”
Presented by: MELINDA FREMEREY (Düsseldorf Institute for Competition Economics, DICE)

15:30-16:00 Coffee Break

16:00-16:30
“Consumer Protection in Digital Ages: Causal Evidence from the European Union”
Presented by: ANJA RÖSNER (Düsseldorf Institute for Competition Economics, DICE)

16:30-17:30 Keynote Speech
*Artificial Intelligence, Algorithmic Pricing and Collusion
GIACOMO CALZOLARI (European University Institute & CEPR)

Apéro, UniS
Dinner, Restaurant Tramdepot

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
STEFAN BÜHLER (University of St. Gallen)
WINAND EMONS (University of Bern and Swiss Competition Commission)
ARMIN SCHMUTZLER (University of Zurich and Swiss Competition Commission)

SPONSORS